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Since Corona, Germany has seen an increase in dog ownership. Thanks to home office, many animal 

lovers were able to fulfill their wish of having a furry friend by their side. The animal shelters reported 

more inquiries than ever before, and now you see more and more people taking their new four legged 

family member for a walk; however, not everyone has thought in advance about the great 

responsibility that owning a pet entails. 
 

 Dogs and cats want out 
Loving pets is one thing, but taking care of them is something else. Animals need regular exercises and 

want to go outside. This task is overwhelming for some new dog owners specially when the home 

office becomes the new norm; however, anyone who has a garden or some space in front of his/her 

home can make his/her life much easier by installing the petWALK petdoor, which will grant your pet 

the freedom at any time to go outside, enjoy the weather, and to do its business. The owners 

appreciate the ease of work, and the undisturbed peace as their home office becomes quiet, while 

their furry friends enjoy their time in their favorite places in the house or the garden. Further 

information is available about the function and the various models at www.petwalk.at. Your chosen 

door can be customized based on your individual needs and requirements. 

 

Controlled freedom 
Modern high tech petdoor solutions with its diverse automated options, can no longer be compared 

to the old fashioned pet flaps. In addition to the great insulation values which bring significant heat 

cost efficiency in the winter compared to the traditional flap, the Austrian manufacturer uses motion 

sensors and RFID technology for contactless access control. You can use an app to track the entry and 

the exit of your pets while you are not around; due to large number of built in sensors, the door also 

notices if an attempt is made to open it without any authorization and signals out a loud alarm. 

 
About petWALK  

The Austrian Company petWALK Solutions GmbH is the leading manufacturer of premium entrance doors 

especially for pets. Klaus Kindl founded petWALK in 2010 after discovering a gap in the market for pet doors 

which are suitable for passive houses as well. The patented and award winning petWALK pet door is an absolutely 

airtight, heat insulated and burglar-resistant pet door. petWALK can be installed almost anywhere and its design 

can be flexibly adapted to the needs of pets and their owners. 2018 was the year the petWALK petdoor became 

smart. The company is already successful in over 35 countries worldwide – from Austria to Australia.  
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